
Survey Summary 
A congregational survey was completed early in the transitional process. The following is a 

summary of some of the things noted in that survey. We have tried to avoid duplication of 

information with other parts of this report  though some overlap is inevitable. 

Sunday Morning Services 

The majority of the congregation find our Sunday services to be meaningful.  Of course, there are 

always areas that can be improved and various ways to accomplish improvement.  Some of the 

suggestions included switching up the order of service more often to keep everyone more 

engaged, including more variety in music (such as hymns and contemporary songs), and 

opportunities for personal connection before and after the service.  Many comments emphasized 

the importance of Bible teaching on Sunday, but the need for personal discipleship and growth is 

also essential. Many of the opinions expressed referred to the fact that we have been through a 

long drought of in-person worship services, and that has intensified a lot of need for personal 

connections. 

Community Outreach 

We have a variety of programs that have an aspect of Outreach but we do not have a coherent 

churchwide strategy. Developing a clear strategy on outreach for PAC, that involves the 

congregation is desired. Our new lead Pastor will be expected to help develop the strategy with 

the understanding that  it is the congregation that is called to carry it out. 

Discipleship 

This is a key area for the new Lead Pastor to give leadership to. The desire is to develop a long-

range plan whereby members of the body will be trained and active as disciples who make 

disciples. The majority of respondents felt that not enough actual training and equipping for 

service  has been done in the past.  With the exception of children’s and women’s ministries, the 

other areas offered very little or no training.  Many comments referred to the need for all Christians 

to be using their spiritual gifts; however, not many have a good understanding of what their gifts 

are, or how they could be used to serve in the church and in mission to the community.  

Organizational Structure 

The majority of respondents thought that our organizational structure was  ineffective in carrying 

out  the church's mission. For many people it feels as though the decision-making “has been” too 

top down with not enough input from the congregation. The desire is to have a leadership team 

of pastors and elders who work collaboratively with the congregation in building and carrying out 

the vision. Many see the denomination as a whole having a clear mission but not seeing that 

same clarity within PAC. Clarity on this issue will need to be a part of the profile for a new lead 

pastor. 

  



The Elders Board  

There is a great deal of appreciation and support for the current Elders board. It is understood 

that they have a spiritual role of counsel, guidance and direction to the pastor and congregation, 

much more than just custodians of the facilities. Elders are expected to rely on God’s word and 

the Holy Spirit for direction, not personal preferences. Continued training and a process for 

developing new elders is seen as a need going forward.  

Strengths of Penticton Alliance Church 

While many church attenders are discouraged over recent losses (people leaving the church), 

many are hopeful about the future of the church. There is optimism about the new leadership 

team, and thankfulness for committed members who kept various ministries running throughout 

covid. The children and family ministries are seen as a strength, as well as the Bible-based 

teaching. While many commented on a strong sense of fellowship and community at Penticton 

Alliance,  there is a realization that significant rebuilding needs to be done in this area with the 

church coming out of both conflict and covid. 

Things we are not looking to change 

The current PAC style of positive worship seems to align with the values most respondents want 

promoted. Focus on Biblical teaching through Scripture remains paramount. The family oriented 

environment at PAC embodies its name as an alliance of people welcoming those of multi-

generational and multi-ethnic backgrounds. The work being done in Children's Ministries has 

been very well received and needs to continue. A focus on promoting the value of small group 

studies including men’s and women’s ministry to develop positive relationships is very much 

desired. PAC’s support of missionaries remains strongly supported by the congregation. 

Things we are trusting God for in the future 

A clearly defined and communicated vision/mission is very much desired. 

As society emerges from COVID-19, PAC needs to find ways to encourage a re-engagement with 

life groups and its various ministries.  

A stronger corporate Prayer Ministry involving more than the faithful few. 

Clear and regular communication  from the Lead Pastor and Elders board. 

A stronger sense of unity and caring for one another. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Journey Wall 
The congregation was invited to a meeting which featured a timeline of the church including all 

the staff members who had served at the church. People were then invited to share three things  

and put them on the timeline on Post-it notes. a green note indicated something from the past to 

celebrate. A pink note indicated something from the past that had been a difficult situation. A blue 

note indicated ideas/suggestions for going forward. 

We spent time going through the green notes and praising God for what He had done. We then 

worked through the pink notes, taking time to ask forgiveness or grant forgiveness as required. 

We also spent time in corporate confession, asking God's forgiveness and determining more 

biblical ways to deal with things in the time ahead. 

The following is a quick summary of the blue notes, much of which was reiterated in other 

Congregational Conversations: 

While there were a variety of  suggestions for Bible study and discipleship programs, there was a 

clear understanding that these will need to change based on the church’s plan to carry out the 

Vision and Mission. Along with this was the realization of the need for a more clearly defined plan 

for outreach and evangelism, especially as the covid restrictions lift.  

This reinforces understanding that one of the attributes needed in a future pastor is forming 

mission and vision so these program ideas are coherent with that. One key to carrying this out 

could be a more comprehensive plan to help people understand what their spiritual gifts are and 

to operate in ways that they make the best use of their gifts. 

We also want to find more ways to encourage more cooperation between different age groups as 

we care for one another. We desire to be a congregation that walks in the Spirit so that others will 

see Jesus in us.  

We also see communication and open conversation as a key part to everyone in the church 

working together. The announcements and emails  that formed a key part of the transitional 

process were so helpful to keep the congregation “in the know”. Communicate and keep the 

congregation involved. We desire a culture that welcomes feedback and regular analysis of the 

various ministries within the church. While elders are responsible to make final decisions, gather 

input and ideas from as many sources as possible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vision and Mission 
The history of Penticton Alliance Church  with regard to mission and vision statements is that we 

create them but do not really use them to strategize or evaluate our ministries.  While we would 

agree with  the vision and  mission of the evangelical church as a whole, we desire to understand 

and live out the mission that God has for our church. 

We are grateful to be a part of the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada. The following is 

a synopsis of what the denomination is all about. It's vision, which we wholeheartedly agree with. 

forms the foundation on which we want to grow. 

Who We Are as The Alliance Canada 

The Christian and Missionary Alliance (the C&MA) in Canada is a group of approximately 440 

local churches across Canada that aims to be a Christ-centred, Spirit-empowered, and Mission-

focused movement in everything we do. 

Our ultimate goal is to fulfill the Great Commission and bring Matthew 24:14 to fruition: 

"And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, 

and then the end will come." 

The C&MA is taking steps to complete this mission by focusing on least-reached people groups 

in the world.  We aim to challenge our church members to live on mission with God, whether that 

be in a Canadian suburb or in a remote mountain village in Asia. Join us as we complete God's 

call to tell everyone about the Good News of Jesus Christ! 

CMA Vision Prayer 

O God, with all our hearts, we long for You. Come, transform us to be 

Christ-centred,  

Spirit-empowered,  

Mission-focused people,  

multiplying disciples everywhere. 

Christ-Centred - Christ as our Saviour, Sanctifier, Healer and Coming King established the 

Alliance theological ground rules that set the stage for a movement of God. We proclaim, with a 

new boldness, a full Gospel, centred on the power, person and presence of Jesus Christ. We 

believe in the total sufficiency of Christ to fulfill all God’s expectations for every believer. Christ 

must be exalted above all else! 

Spirit-Empowered - Our ministry effectiveness is in direct relationship to the Spirit’s control over 

our lives. The deeper life recognizes the indwelling Christ transforming our lives through the Holy 

Spirit by substituting ourselves with His strength, His holiness, His joy, His love, His faith, and His 

power. Out of sanctification emerges deeper worship, richer fellowship, fuller equipping in nurture 

and training, a more effective evangelism, and power in missions. There is MORE! 

 



Mission-Focused - Out of a Christ-centred and Spirit-empowered environment will emerge an 

unquenchable passion to be on mission with God. We have been blessed to be a blessing to the 

nations. Mission is not the activity of the Church, it is the IDENTITY of the Church.  

What This Means for Penticton Alliance Church 

We had a congregational conversation around this topic. A lot of the thoughts expressed focused 

on how we need to do ministry and life together, supporting and encouraging each other. That is 

one of the big focuses for us, likely for 2 main reasons. First of all, we have had a  significant 

number of people leave the church for a variety of reasons over the last two years. Much of that 

focussed  on not being able to agree on a variety of issues.  We need to rebuild a greater sense 

of unity focussed on where the Spirit is leading us. Secondly, the restrictions around covid have 

created a sense of isolation and we greatly desire to rebuild a sense of community. Our desire is 

that our love for God would help us to create a community for all ages to love and care for each 

other in such a way that the world around us would be attracted to Jesus.  

Some of the key thoughts expressed include; 

● that we want to love, encourage, and support each other; doing things together instead of 

living life apart 

● that we want to draw others into the family of God 

● that we want to stimulate in ourselves and in others the desire to continue to seek a deeper 

relationship with Jesus  

One of our transition team members put it this way: In togetherness we look to know Jesus 

creating an identity that demonstrates our Saviour’s love and mercy to the community around us.  

We don't have a unique slogan for the ministry that God has in store for us. We will be looking to 

our new Lead Pastor to work collaboratively with the body in identifying and carrying out the Vision 

and Mission that God has for us. The ability to live out that mission in the years ahead is far more 

crucial than any slogan will ever be.  

  



Pastoral Profile 
Spiritual Gifts  

As we prayerfully considered what kind of spiritual gifts we would be looking for, the following six 

rose to the top.  While we know the gift mix in any one person will likely not perfectly fit our criteria, 

the right candidate will have some of these gifts and some ability in the other areas. 

Leadership, Pastor/Shepherd, and Teaching not surprisingly are key gifts for a Lead Pastor. 

Pastor Shepherd reflects the desire of the congregation for pastoral care but there is a realization 

that not all of this can or should be done by the Lead Pastor. Those with gifts in this area need to 

be trained and released to serve in this capacity.  

The leadership style that we are looking for is not one of pastoral control. We desire a leader who 

clearly hears from God but also understands that God speaks to many people and takes their 

counsel into consideration. The building of a Clear Vision and Mission will be a collaborative effort 

with the Elders Board and others with the Lead Pastor being the main champion and spokesman 

of that vision. 

As a result of the pandemic and the situation in the world at large, change will need to be a part 

of church life going forward. Therefore the gifts of Discernment and Faith are something we would 

value in a Lead Pastor. This reflects the reality that we are going somewhere new as a  

congregation and we want to make sure that we are relying on the Spirit to lead us there.  

We also value the gift of Evangelism. We recognize that evangelism has not been a strength of 

our congregation and we would like that to change. We understand that the role of the Lead Pastor 

in this is to mobilize the congregation rather than expect the Pastor to do it all. 

Character Traits 

We are looking for a man who is Spirit-filled and can lead with discernment and  wisdom. We are 

seeking someone with Biblical humility, who makes decisions led by the spirit rather than  what 

pleases those around him.  Through the transition process, we have come to a renewed 

recognition of the need to keep short accounts not only with God but with one another. Therefore 

we are looking for a man who will model forgiveness in both the asking and receiving of such. He 

will also be strong enough to hold others accountable to do the same. We also believe that God 

has great things ahead for this church. Therefore we are looking for someone who is enthusiastic 

and joyful in the work that God gives to him and the church. 

Requirements and Experience 

Must be licensed or be able to be licensed by the Christian and Missionary Alliance in Canada. If 

you are not a part of the Alliance at this point, please contact the Canadian Pacific District of the 

Christian and Missionary Alliance for more information as to the licensing process. 

A minimum of 5 years of Lead Pastor experience. Other scenarios including staff experience in a 

large Church setting could be considered. 

A minimum of a Bachelor's Degree in theology or pastoral studies with a preference for a   

Master’s Degree. 


